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Executive Summary
This study explores different approaches for using MITRE ATT&CK (a knowledge base of past security incidents) as a risk identification
technique, within the frame of EBIOS RM (a security risk assessment methodology).
It discusses the relevance of these approaches, and of the overall use of MITRE ATT&CK for risk assessment.
Conclusions highlight the strengths of the MITRE ATT&CK framework: as a knowledge base, as a means to discover the techniques most
likely to be used by an attacker and as a common referential between risk and detection (e.g. SOC, Security Operation Center). They also
highlight its drawbacks: it requires to dive into a very detailed assessment, with a heavy associated workload; the framework contents
misses some cases as it focuses mostly on technical risks coming from an external attacker.
It can be used as a risk identification technique in EBIOS RM workshop #4, for drawing operational scenarios or for adding detailed data to
them. However, no approach studied here offers a definitive and easy approach to achieve this.
Compared to other risk identification techniques such as the EBIOS RM standard one, using MITRE ATT&CK would generate more detailed
results but at the cost of an additional workload and a greater complexity requiring advanced skills and experience. A rough comparison
would be that an analysis using ATT&CK is 2 times more valuable but 5 times more expensive.
Accordingly, using the MITRE ATT&CK framework in a risk assessment context should be subject to conditions - exposed in the conclusion
of this document - but can prove valuable if exploited properly and if the context enables it. Using ATT&CK in EBIOS RM:
• Enables mapping of risks against SOC detection means, and helps interactions between “Risk teams” and “SOC teams”
• Can leverage data on implemented mitigations (when such data exist and is of good quality) for likelihood assessment and risk
treatment proposal
• Enables a deep-dive into the details, for the (quite uncommon) cases where such a level of detail is required.
Regular surveys and investigations on the topic could prove helpful in the future, as the ATT&CK framework is regularly improved, and
additional tools may also reduce the workload while still producing the same valuable assessment.
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Introduction
Why EBIOS RM

Purpose of this document

The ANSSI (French security agency) published in 2018
EBIOS RM1, a security risk assessment methodology.
It consists of 5 distinct workshops (e.g. methodology
parts). This methodology has been gaining momentum
ever since, both in France and in Europe, as it proposes
a few benefits to both the risk analyst and the risk
owners, amongst which:

The combination of EBIOS RM and MITRE ATT&CK
would merge the force of a powerful risk assessment
methodology with an extensive knowledge base of
attack scenarios. In particular, it is foreseen it would
greatly help collaboration between the SOC teams and
the teams performing the risk assessment, and enable
orienting monitoring according to the risks.

• Collaborative, workshop-based approach
• Modeling of the risks with attack graphs (instead of
flat list of scenarios)
• Two levels of detail (strategic and operational scenarios)
• Taking into account the ecosystem of the studied
object
• Lessons learnt from its previous version (named
EBIOS 2010)
• Flexibility in the choice of risk identification and likelihood assessment techniques.

However, such a combination is not necessarily trivial.

It is that last point which enables the use of MITRE ATT&CK, as a risk identification technique, within EBIOS
RM.
The workshop #4, named “Operational scenarios”, studies the technical scenarios that an attacker could use.
When performing a detailed risk assessment, the EBIOS
RM guide states that “a good approach consists in representing [the] scenarios in the form of graphs or attack
diagrams, useful for representing the attacker’s methods
of attack”.

Why MITRE ATT&CK
The MITRE ATT&CK2 framework is a globally-accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and techniques based on real-world observations. Renowned as
one of the most up-to-date, its purpose is to describe
technical scenarios of attack that have been observed
to date.
It is hence useful to try and describe realistic scenarios
of attack that may occur in the future. It is also very
useful in the regard of setting up security monitoring.
MITRE ATT&CK is often the choice made by SOCs as
a framework for setting up an extensive monitoring of
security incidents.

1 https://www.ssi.gouv.fr/guide/ebios-risk-manager-the-method/
2 https://attack.mitre.org/

This document explores and illustrates different approaches for combining EBIOS RM and MITRE ATT&CK.
It provides a preliminary analysis regarding the benefits
and limits of these approaches, and drafts options for
going further.

Audience
This document is intended for readers with at least basic
knowledge of both EBIOS RM and the MITRE ATT&CK.
Readers intending to perform a security risk assessment
combining both EBIOS RM and MITRE ATT&CK will benefit the most from reading them.
Any reader willing to continue this study and go into
further experimentation is of course welcome to do
so. In which case, the original authors would greatly
appreciate some return on experience on the proposed
approaches, results of further studies, or any kind of
feedback.

Studied approaches
Approach 1: Overall identification of the most
critical techniques
This approach is meant to perform a macro overview of
a studied perimeter. It will certainly miss detailed attack
cases but its main purpose is to provide a first decision
cycle on “what should be the first thing we should do to
improve largely the security of the studied context”.
Approach 2: Assess relevant techniques, then draw
the graph based on the Unified Kill Chain
This approach is meant to compute the most likely
operational scenario, based on an evaluation for each
supporting asset of the likelihood of a MITRE technique
or tactic to happen. Using that information, a graph is
drawn with the help of the Unified Kill Chain.
Approach 3: Draw the graph first, based on
architecture, then map against techniques
This approach intends to use sequentially EBIOS RM
workshop #4, then MITRE ATT&CK. The intent here is
mostly to enable mapping of risks onto ATT&CK techniques.

Approach 4: Analysis after a security incident
ATT&CK framework in addition to the EBIOS RM operational scenario technique can also be used for a risk
analysis
after a security incident. In this case the goal is to evaluate the efficiency and the relevance of the mitigations
(and
those missing), after a cyber incident, in order to mitigate
future occurrences of this incident scenario.

Tooling
The approaches 2, 3, and 4 of this study were performed
using FENCE© Apsys Security Risk Management tool.
The analysis also permitted the specification of additional features for combining efficiently MITRE ATT&CK
and EBIOS RM.
The approach 1 was performed with the ATT&CK Navigator.
Microsoft Visio and Diagrams.net was used for presenting and annotating results, for the explanations provided
throughout this document.

Way of working
The results presented in this document are the outcomes of a series of workshops organized in Apsys,
including senior Risk Analysts, Security Architects and
Pentesters.
Based on an example use case analysis, the questions
asked in the workshop were:
• H
 ow would you draw an EBIOS RM Workshop#4
Operational Scenario attack graph?
• How would you leverage the MITRE ATT&CK
framework to do so?

Notes
and limitations
Nota 1: The other workshops of the EBIOS RM
methodology, which do not deal with technical
scenarios, are not illustrated in this document.
Nota 2: This document does not address likelihood assessment techniques; it focuses instead on risk identification techniques.
Nota 3: The use of MITRE ATT&CK as a kill chain
has not been considered in this document (although it has been part of the study), as it has
proven very complex, and as more relevant,
complete, and simple kill chains exist.
Nota 4: The current version of this study refers
to MITRE ATT&CK v7.
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the “webapp use Case”
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Existing mitigations

In this example, the following information has been gathered regarding the mitigations implemented in the analysis
perimeter, collected in the input documents and through interviews:

The following hypothetical example “WebApp Use Case” was used during the workshops.

Security measure

Considered effect

It tries to model a typical web application, monitored by a SOC, that would be one of the most appropriate
use cases for the combination of EBIOS RM and MITRE ATT&CK.

Authentication

Authentication via a third-party application, forbidding access
to non-authenticated users to the actual application, thus
reducing its exposure to attacks.

Data of the use case

Network filtering

Communications originating from the Internet are filtered and
searched for attack patterns. This increases the difficulty of
attacks on Internet-facing applications.

HTTPS

HTTP communications over the Internet are encrypted and
signed using TLS (HTTPS), but not in LAN and DMZ.

Perimeter security

Before being able to attack an asset in LAN or DMZ, an
attacker would first need to get through perimeter security
measures.

Malware protection

All servers and endpoints have an antimalware software
running.

Patch management

All systems and endpoints have a patching policy. Patching
delay is 1 month.

SOC

There is a SOC monitoring the DMZ events.

Requirements for suppliers

Suppliers have to follow security requirements for the supply of
software and for remote maintenance.

Vulnerabilities of in-house software
(missing measure)

Non-COTS applications are not subject to vulnerability
management and to vulnerability patching.

No security awareness for users (missing
measure)

Users are assumed not to be aware of security risks; and
no security awareness session is assumed to have been
performed.

No security assurance (missing measure)

No security assurance activities are performed after software
delivery from the supplier.

No encryption in LAN (missing measure)

Communications within LAN are assumed not to be encrypted
and signed.

As an input to EBIOS RM workshop #4, the workshop
#3 provides strategic (coarse-grain) scenarios to be
studied in details in the workshop #4.

Remote maintenance

Only a small, controlled, number of suppliers are able to directly
access production servers.

For the readers aware of EBIOS RM methodology and
its workshop #3:

No DDoS protection (missing measure)

Infrastructure is not to be protected against flooding attacks
(e.g. distributed denial of service). This does not apply to
detection means, only to protection means.

Physical access control to servers

Servers are under physical access control.

All data presented in this document is purely fictitious and for illustration only. The information is partial, and
serves only to the purpose of the exercise. However, the data and its level of details is realistic, and representative
of inputs that can be gathered as part of a real-life risk assessment .

Architecture diagram

EBIOS RM
strategic scenario

For the example WebApp use case, the following
simplified strategic scenario has been considered. The
workshops discussions have been considering only the
attack path “Direct attack”.
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Example operational scenario
For performing the Method of Attack #1, an attacker could follow the following operational scenario.

Illustration of possible
methods of attacks
In EBIOS RM workshop #4, several methods of attacks (e.g. distinct attack
macro-scenarios) could be used by an attacker against the WebApp in our
example. For the sake of simplicity, the examples provided in this document focus only on the Method of Attack #1.
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Approach 1

Overall identification
of the Most critical techniques
Approach overview

This approach is meant to perform a macro overview of a studied perimeter. It will certainly miss detailed attack
cases but its main purpose is to provide a first decision cycle on “what should be the first thing we should do
to improve largely the security of the studied context”. The method consists in identifying which tactics of the
ATT&CK model are covered, and deduce which are left uncovered. From this, it is possible to build the set of the
weakest paths in the kill chain, and isolate the specific techniques that cover the most paths.
This method could permit identifying risks but not directly or not easily an operational scenario.
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Workflow
It can be broken down into the following steps.
Precondition : Have an overview of the architecture and
a defined scope of the security risk assessment
1. Identify the existing mitigations in the studied environment. Here are considered the mitigations for
which the architect of the perimeter has the responsibility and/or the knowledge. These mitigations will
have to concur with the mitigations list provided in
the MITRE ATT&CK framework1.
2. Identify the supposed mitigations covered by other
perimeter, activities, or projects. This can be assimilated to “Assumptions” evaluation. Similar to existing
mitigations, these assumptions will have to rely on
the mitigations list of MITRE ATT&CK framework.
1 https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/enterprise/

3. Perform through the ATT&CK Navigator2 two distinct
layers respectively for “Existing Mitigation” and for
“As sumptions”. In these layers the previously identified controls will have to be reported and scored.
This exercise will permit to show what are the ATT&CK techniques covered by the existing mitigations
or assumptions.
Below is an example of an Existing Mitigations layer with
some mitigation selected. The techniques for which
there are existing mitigations are colored in green.
Nota: it is possible to have more than two layers in case
different levels of assumptions have to be made.
2 https://mitre-attack.github.io/attack-navigator/
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4. Attribute a score to the two (or more if judged necessary) layers. This score will permit to judge the effectiveness
and confidence of correct implementation of themitigations or assumptions in order to mitigate the ATT&CK techniques. For instance a score of 2 can be given to the existing mitigations and 1 to Assumptions. It could eventually
be possible to elaborate a scoring method in further details, for instance with organisational mitigations having
a lower score than technical mitigation for instance (organisational measures being more easy to bypass than
technical ones for instance).
5. M
 erge the two layers (this is a feature of the MITRE Navigator) in order to have a consolidated overview of the uncovered techniques in the studied scope. Hereafter are presented in red (Score = 1) the less covered techniques
and in green the most covered (Score = 1(Assumption) + 2(Existing technical mitigation)). Blank techniques are not
covered at all by the mitigation or assumptions and so are the most critical ones (Score = 0).
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6. B
 ased on this output, an attack graph (or several) could be drawn based on the most severe techniques or APT
that could be exploited in the studied context. Moreover this could permit to help decision making for the risk
treatment plan through several approaches that could be selected :
a. W
 ith statistics the most important missing mitigations could be determined and recommended (the mitiga- tions
which would cover the greatest amount of techniques)
b. C
 ompare the scope with existing APT (relevant for the context) thanks to an additional selection, and implement corrective action in order to cover a selection of APT (in purple below)
c. Confirm/Invalidate Assumptions through audits or additional interviews
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Application to the example
use case
STEP 1: Collect existing mitigations

STEP 2: Collect Assumptions

STEP 3: Perform Layers

In our Use case, the following mitigations have been
identified:

In our use case, the following elements covered by
assumptions are considered:

Existing Mitigations (High effectiveness):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Antivirus/Antimalware
Filter Network Traffic
Limit Access to Resource Over Network
Network Intrusion Prevention
Network Segmentation
Update Software
User Account Management

Account Use Policies
Active Directory Configuration
Boot Integrity
Data Backup
Limit Software Installation
Password Policies
Privileged Account Management
Threat Intelligence Program
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Assumptions (Medium effectiveness):

•
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•
•
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Additional layer added for non-applicable mitigation
(covered by physical security, mitigation not desirable):
• Do Not Mitigate
• Limit Hardware Installation
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STEP 4: Scoring
• Layer Existing Mitigation: Global score = 2
• Layer Assumption: Global score = 1
• Layer Not Applicable : Global Score = 2

STEP 5: Merge Layers
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Step 5: Evaluate most relevant ATT&CK techniques
and perform an attack graph design
According to the matrix issued, (an) attack graph(s)
could be drawn identifying the following techniques as
the most likely to be exploited.
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Discussion

APPROACH 2:

Pros

Open points

1. Q
 uick overview of what should be done on the perimeter.

1. T
 he Step 5 does not necessarily involve the drawing
of attack graphs. It can be used to only highlight
priorities in implementation of mitigations, which is
already quite a valuable output.

2. Would permit to have multiple axes of remediations
(implement one specific security control to remediate one specific threat, etc.).
3. Evaluation would not be costly in terms of workload
for the risk analyst.
4. Would require “reasonable” investment in terms of
tooling, mostly for interfacing with the ATT&CK Navigator and/or for covering its current limitations.
5. Interviews would be sufficient to perform the assessment and could be completed with other layers
such as a conformity layer or any type of conclusion
(results of a pentest could be mapped on a layer and
precise weaknesses in the scope studied).
Cons
1. T
 his method does not cover Detection at the moment, but could be covered with an additional layer
in the tool and knowledge of the SOC detailed use
cases covered for the studied environment.
2. Covers the whole context, it implies that for instance
if “Software update” is selected as a mitigation it is
assumed that it is applied on all supporting assets
without exceptions. Granularity of security controls
implementation is lost in this overall approach.
3. ATT&CK Navigator is a limited tool and probably may
not be used as is at the moment: Many functionalities should be implemented such as Statistics to
choose the most relevant mitigation to implement or
other tools for mitigation/assumption selection and
scoring.
4. This method identifies the most critical techniques to
be considered in an operational graph, but it is only a
first step and extra work would be necessary to draw
attack graphs that communicate potential attacks.
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2. The way to draw attack graphs based at the Step 5 is
currently left at the discretion of the analyst. Seve- ral
options have been considered, but larger experiments would be necessary to assess their relevance.
Amongst these options are:
d. Comparison to previous attacks led by APT (Advanced Persistent Threats, i.e. organized cybercriminal groups) that are relevant to the context;
e. E
 ngineering judgement for prioritizing the techniques which are not mitigated, and/or the miti- gations themselves;
f. S
 tatistical approach based on the union of all APT
previous attacks (the MITRE ATT&CK provi- des such
data, although it may not be easy to use);
g. Statistical approach based on SOC data.

Assess relevant techniques,
then draw the graph bases
on the unified kill chain
Approach overview
This approach is meant to compute the most likely operational scenario, based on an evaluation for each supporting asset of the likelihood of a MITRE technique or tactic to happen.
Using that information, a graph is drawn with the help of the Unified Kill Chain.
This approach can be broken down into the following steps:
1. Identification of supporting assets in the context;
2. Identification of existing mitigations in the studied perimeter;
3. According to the level of information provided and the existing mitigations, per supporting
asset, assess the like- lihood of exploiting each tactic or technique (if information is sufficient);
4. Based on the Unified Kill Chain, paths can be deduced (this could be performed automatically or semi automati- cally) from the previous evaluations.
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Why the unified kill chain
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Application to the example use case

To summarize the thesis on Unified Kill Chain, the main purpose behind a kill chain is to identify a progression of attackers in their attacks in cybersecurity. The Unified Kill Chain proposes
a global kill chain unifying the most known models (amongst them is MITRE ATT&CK), as
shown below:

Step 1: Identification of the Supporting assets
In our use case, the following assets are considered:
•
•
•
•
•

Firewall-1
ReverseProxy
WebApplication
Firewall-2
Database

Step 2: Identify mitigations
Refer to Context and Existing SM/Assumptions.

Step 3: Assess a likelihood score per technique and per asset, and select
the retained techniques
A likelihood score could be established here on the scale from 1 to 4, 4 being equivalent to
“Very Likely to be exploited” and 1 being equivalent to “Unlikely to be exploited”. Then, techniques would have to be selected based on a likelihood threshold.
For the sake of simplicity, and as likelihood evaluation would itself be a subject of study, the
evaluation of likelihood of a technique is scored on 2 levels: would it be likely to happen (true)
or would it not (false). This makes the threshold for selection of technique quite easy.
These retained techniques are summarized in the figure below, for each supporting asset:
Using the Unified Kill Chain provides us with mostly:
• A sequence in the attack path;
• Legitimacy with other kill chains;
• A common representation which could be used in other context not implementing MITRE
ATT&CK kill chain;
• Represent the limits of the MITRE ATT&CK framework as the mapping above obviously
shows that it does not cover all steps.
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Step 4: Evaluate the different paths which could be envisioned through
a logical progression in the Unified Kill Chain
This approach evaluates each tactic or technique of a given context in terms of likelihood and,
based on this evaluation, deduces a pattern/a scenario by mixing both likelihood values and
progression in a kill chain.
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With the Unified Kill Chain these scenarios could be represented as follows:
Scenario 1: Firewall compromising

The study demonstrated 3 major elements, which must be taken into account when applying it:
• S
 ome attacks are not simple to assess or whole tactics seem plausible (typically all Privilege
Escalation or Defense Evasion techniques seem legitimate and plausible for all assets).
• The progression in the Unified Kill Chain is not linear, and so once an asset has been compromised the attacker could extend his knowledge of the environment as well as compromise other assets or target the objective.
Thus it seems complex to perform an automatic threat path deduction.
• Drawing an attack graph by combining the most likely exploitable techniques of the supporting assets would lead to a very complex diagram, with a large number of attack paths.
The approach could be simplified by representing, for 2 Supporting Assets SA1 and SA2,
only one connection SA1 -> SA2, that stands for many connections SA1(technique X) -> SA2
(technique Y). Such a simplified attack graph is pictured below.

Scenario 2: RP Proxy compromising and bounce to Database

Scenario 3 and 4: Compromising of RP, then Web App, then data on
Web App Or Compromising of Web App, then Database
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Discussion

APPROACH 3:

Pros

Open points

1. T
 his approach could create a direct link between
security risk assessment and various other activities
such as:

1. Even if theoretically it could be possible to automate
construction of scenarios, the cost versus benefit analysis is complex to evaluate and relies on one hypothesis: the analyst must be able to clearly identify realistic
likelihood for techniques or tactics.

a. A
 rchitecture activities - techniques are generally linked to mitigations and could be drivers for architects
and systems designers
b. S
 OC activities, as detection alerts are often designed
to cover MITRE ATT&CKs. This would define a common language between risk analysis and detection
activities
c. Conformity activities
d. Pentest activities - this could be useful to orient
pentests on specific points (e.g. verify how a tactic
or a certain set of techniques are covered)
2. This approach could lead to automatic scenario
calculation based on likelihood evaluation of attacks.
Likelihood evaluation contextualised with techniques
would eventually lead also to more accurate and
precise risks evaluation than most of the current
approaches and precise identification of mitigations
(detection or prevention) to be deployed.
3. SRA could be based partially on statistical data instead of relying only on an engineer’s judgement.
4. An industrialised automated attack graph generation
would permit to gain time and to avoid errors from the
risk analyst (scenario forgotten, not explored, etc.).
Cons
1. L
 ikelihood evaluation of each technique or tactic is
too complex on the basis of interviews. This activity
is time consuming (lots of people to interview to get
the information), effort consuming (getting the level
of information desired can be troublesome) and
may request potentially technical evaluations to get
certainty on evaluation relevance (such as audits or
pentest approaches).
2. The Unified Kill Chain shows some limitations in
particular for the sequence of steps in the attack,
and the identification of the next most plausible step
in the attack. Indeed the attacker could try to use
the easiest way (i.e. the most vulnerable asset) but
having this modelised would require a solid basis of
inputs and potentially a statistical approach.
3. Implementation would require a lot of effort. Generalising this approach everywhere would also lead to an
extremely significant effort and incidental costs. This
raises the question of the benefits over the effort deployed, and this approach might be particularly useful
in some specific cases but on the other hand disproportionate for activities more trivial.
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The realization of this hypothesis seems at the moment
challenging if this activity is only based on classical interviews or even conformity inputs only (which is usually the case in real-life risk assessments).
And at the moment the evaluation was only possible
with highly technical people and many reviews on a
quite simple scenario; this would be a very significant
amount of effort if deployed on a large scale.
However the door is not fully closed. If more technically
detailed inputs were available such as CVE evaluations
(with standardized inputs) based on accurate CMDBs
this approach could possibly be leveraged at some
point.
2. MITRE ATT&CK framework does not seem mature
on some aspects, or at least needs further improvements.
Hereafter are listed some limitations faced during the
exercise:
a. E
 xploiting network design flaws does not seem directly covered in the framework;
b. M
 itigations based on SOC are not yet complete for
most of the techniques;
c. S
 ome environments are not yet covered (such as OT
which is currently in draft);
d. The list of tactics is changing at a fast pace and the
Unified Kill Chain thesis is currently no longer mapping the list of tactics and might need a minor update.

Draw the graph first,
based on architecture,
then map against techniques
This approach intends to use sequentially EBIOS RM workshop #4, then MITRE ATT&CK.
The intent here is mostly to enable mapping of risks onto ATT&CK techniques, with the following expected benefits:
• M
 apping of risks with SOC detection means (themselves being mapped against the ATT&CK techniques)
• Mapping of risks with ATT&CK mitigations, for the purpose of both likelihood assessment and risk mitigation
decision

Workflow

Step 1: Draw attack graph
The drawing of attack scenarios is very similar to a
classic EBIOS RM attack scenario. The only difference
is that the risk analyst would design the graph to anticipate and simplify the mapping against ATT&CK techniques. This involves:
1. Explicitly mentioning the supporting asset(s)
affected by an elementary action (either in the title
of the elementary actions, or in a list of supporting
assets attached to each elementary action)
2. Splitting each elementary action1 of the scenario
per supporting asset (or group of), as the ATT&CK
techniques differ from one type of asset to another
(for instance, splitting servers with different operating
systems)
3. Splitting, when relevant, different components/
services of a supporting asset (for instance a
server hardware, its operating system, and the application it serves); doing so requires setting up the
correct graph links showing that the compromise of
one of the components may lead to the compromise
of the others
4. Grouping the supporting assets that would be
subject to similar techniques (for instance, servers
with the same operating system and with similar exposition in the network). This is optional, but reduces
the combinatorial explosion when doing the mapping
in the next step

About kill chains: it is possible to use a kill chain for
the building of the graph. The choice of a simple yet
complete kill chain seems very important in order not to
miss anything.
The MITRE ATT&CK, although its tactics list can be
used as a kill chain, has proven quite complex to use
and provided graphs that were not relevant or easy to
reflect on.

Step 2: Map elementary actions against
ATT&CK techniques
Map each elementary action with the techniques that
an attacker could use for that elementary action.
This is usually simple when thinking about each technique separately. But the number of techniques in
MITRE ATT&CK makes the overall task tedious.
Alternatively, it is possible to map against the tactics
(e.g. group of techniques) instead of the techniques
themselves.
Using tactics dramatically reduces the complexity at
the cost of precision. A trade-off can be achieved by
using a mix of both: techniques when details matter,
tactics when most techniques of that tactic could be
relevant.

5. A
 dding intermediate steps for lateral movements,
to outline that step and clearly identify the assets
involved (the assets involved are often both the asset
at the origin of the lateral movement, and the target
asset)

1

Elementary actions, in EBIOS RM, define a single step in an attack scenario/graph
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Step 3: Identify transverse techniques/tactics
For these tactics/techniques, create their associated
actions on the graph (i.e. that could be used all along
the attack and not necessarily at a given step).
This is mostly the case for the following tactics, and
their techniques, although this may vary from one risk
assessment to another:
•
•
•
•

Defense Evasion
Persistence
Command and Control
Discovery
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To reduce the complexity of the mapping, and to make
reasoning on these techniques more relevant, it is possible to add a dedicated step on the attack scenario/
graph for each of them.

APPLICATION TO THE
EXAMPLE USE CASE

Example: At the end of the scenario, artificially add a
step “Evade detection until reaching objective”, that
would be mapped against Defense Evasion techniques,
and that would later have its own likelihood. Doing so
would:

Based on the classical EBIOS RM “Example operational
scenario” depicted in the “Presentation of the
WebApp use case” section, the following diagram
shows a suggested way to adapt the graph to MITRE
ATT&CK.

1. A
 void having to map each technique of Defense Evasion against each elementary action
2. E
 nable reasoning on mitigations against Defense
Evasion while considering their effect on the likelihood of that dedicated step (this effect, when spread
across several elementary actions, is most often
invisible).
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Discussion

APPROACH 4:

Pros

Open points

1. T
 he resulting attack graph represents the path an attacker could follow through the network architecture;
it is hence much easier to understand and reflect
upon.

1. F
 urther study with several real-life risk assessments
could be useful in prioritizing SOC detection means
based on this approach.

2. The approach is quite exhaustive in identifying tactics
and techniques.
3. The exhaustivity greatly enables a thorough linking
with a SOC.
4. The exhaustivity greatly enables a thorough linking of
each elementary action with MITRE Mitigations.
5. O
 utlining the Defense Evasion technique enables
reasoning on the probability of detection.
6. R
 easoning on the attack path before MITRE ATT&CK
helps in filling the gaps that MITRE ATT&CK may
have, for instance in social engineering, insiders,
physical security...
Cons
1. T
 he level of details of MITRE ATT&CK, and the exhaustivity of this approach, make it quite time consuming; it would not scale up properly.
2. The selected techniques are very similar (if not the
same) from one asset to another. This is often a repetitive task that could benefit some automation (see
Open points)
3. T
 his is mostly an EBIOS RM with extra steps. Which
means this approach should only be retained if MITRE ATT&CK information (tactics, techniques, or mitigations) is useful in the context of the assessment for
instance, if it eases likelihood assessment or if it is
useful for a SOC. It is worth mentioning that the level
of detail of MITRE ATT&CK helps ensure no scenario
has been forgotten.
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2. The approach could greatly benefit from any likelihood assessment technique able to semi-automatically
exploit lists of MITRE Mitigations. Having an exhaustive list of implemented mitigations would of course
be a prerequisite for that (which is quite uncommon
in real-life risk assessments).
3. Amending the MITRE ATT&CK knowledge base with
additional information could help in associating techniques to each elementary action:
a. T
 agging each technique with a type or types of supporting assets (Windows OS, Linux OS, application,
network equipment, etc.)
b. G
 roup techniques (a bit like sub-techniques, but the
other way around: like a superset of techniques), as
many tactics have techniques too detailed for a risk
assessment (Defence Evasion, Privilege Escalation,
Persistence, etc.), so in the end, many (or all) of their
techniques are often selected
c. T
 he MITRE ATT&CK is not exhaustive, so some techniques would have to be added
4. The mapping of techniques with types of vulnerabilities, for instance CWE2, would enable establishing
a link with a vulnerability management tool. CWE or
other types of vulnerabilities are usually too detailed
to be used in a risk assessment. But MITRE techniques being very detailed, force the analyst to delve
into the details anyway.
Exploiting that fine-grain level of detail for vulnerability
management could maximize the benefits of the risk
analyst workload.

2 https://cwe.mitre.org/

Analysis after
a security incident
Approach overview
ATT&CK framework in addition to the EBIOS RM operational scenario technique can also be used for a risk
analysis after a security incident. In this case the goal
is to evaluate the efficiency and the relevance of the
mitigations as well as the potentially missing ones.

Illustration and
workflow
In this use case, based on the facts retrieved from the
real life attack scenario, ATT&CK framework usage is
much easier as it focuses on past events and techniques used (this fits quite well with the original purpose
of MITRE ATT&CK).
The input information comes from the forensic technical
analysis. The accuracy of this analysis strongly depends on the logging capacity of the targeted architecture as well as the effort put by the threat actors to hide
their activities.
1. T
 he first essential step of the analysis consists in
mapping tactics and techniques on the different supporting assets involved in the attack. Depending on
the attack path and the number of supporting assets
involved, this crucial step could be time consuming.
In particular it could lead to technical discussions
about MITRE ATT&CK technique definitions in order
to perform the best mapping possible. As the ATT&CK
framework doesn’t implement all the possible techniques, mapping is not always possible, nor completely
illustrates the techniques used. Consequently mitigations generated by the framework must be strictly
reviewed in order to remove the irrelevant ones.
2. The second essential step, which could be conducted in parallel to the step 1, is to gather all the mitigations done or planned by the targeted company after
the cyber attack.
3. After finalizing the mitigations list, the SOC team
must be able to provide their coverage in order to
evaluate their contribution to the detection mitigations.
4. In order to ease the evaluation some techniques used
can be tagged as “Minor” and others at “Major”.
This helps by avoiding putting all the mitigations at the
same level on a dedicated supporting asset.

5. B
 ased on the forensic material, identify the order in
which the techniques were used, and build an attack
graph. This part could be tricky as it let the possibility
of holes in the graph as it strongly depends on the
quality of the forensic analysis. In particular it may be
difficult to identify the order in which different techniques were used, and/or which ones were optional
for the success of the attack.
6. E
 valuate the mitigations proposed or in place as
“Implemented”, “Partially Implemented”, or “Not
Implemented”.
7. Based on the previous steps, the likelihood calculation
can be done following the EBIOS RM methodology.
8. Based on all the previous steps the final evaluation of
the coverage of the mitigations can be performed.

Discussion
This approach definitely focuses on mitigating future
occurrences of a past incident scenario. Deviations
from this scenario can hardly be taken into account,
given the amount of possibilities. In particular, after implementation of mitigations, it is likely that an attacker
could use a different set of techniques that he would
not have used previously (i.e. as the attacker tends to
look for the easiest path, the newly implemented mitigations will incite him to follow another path).
Pros
1. SOC teams are involved in the mitigations following
an attack, and using this common framework facilitates
the discussion.
2. Enables relevant mitigation analysis.
3. Enforces in depth technical analysis.
4. Does not take too much time as the focus is done
only on the techniques and supporting assets that
are part of a past attack.
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Cons
1. T
 his analysis requires people with technical skills and
detailed documentation.
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Conclusion

2. ATT&CK framework enriches its database on a regular basis but not all the techniques are available.
3. A
 TT&CK framework does not take into account the
context (i.e. architecture), and additional work must
be performed to add “context” to the techniques and
mitigations.
4. S
 ome proposed mitigations by ATT&CK are not
always relevant, and some relevant ones are not part
of the ATT&CK framework.

The approaches presented here, and their study over the past months, have highlighted the strengths
of ATT&CK framework: as a knowledge base, as a means to discover most likely techniques, and as a
common referential between risk and detection.
They also highlighted its drawbacks: it requires to dive into a very detailed assessment, with a heavy
associated workload; the framework contents misses some cases as it focuses mostly on technical
risks coming from an external attacker.
It can be used as a risk identification technique in EBIOS RM workshop #4, for drawing operational
scenarios or for adding detailed data to them. However, no approach studied here offers a definitive
and easy approach to achieve this.
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Compared to other risk identification techniques such as the EBIOS RM standard one, using MITRE
ATT& CK would generate more detailed results at the cost of an additional workload and a greater
complexity requiring advanced skills and experience. A rough comparison would be that an analysis
using ATT&CK is 2 times more valuable but 5 times more expensive.
Accordingly, using MITRE ATT&CK framework in a risk assessment context should only be done if
most of the following conditions are met:
•
•
•
•

When quick results are not expected
When real significant attacks already occurred
When a senior risk analyst and technical leader (pentester or architect) are available;
When previous iterations of the risk assessment did not provide a satisfying risk treatment plan,
hence more details are required
• When only technical risks from external attackers are studied
• For IT/cloud/mobile systems only (MITRE ATT&CK also offers an ICS knowledge base, although it
has not been studied here).
Of course, this only applies to the use of ATT&CK in risk assessments, and does not invalidate or even
question its usefulness for its primary purpose: a knowledge base of past security incidents.
On the other hand, the benefits can prove very valuable if exploited properly and if the context enables it. Using ATT&CK in EBIOS RM:
• E
 nables mapping of risks against SOC detection means, and helps interactions between “Risk
teams” and “SOC teams”
• Can leverage data on implemented mitigations (when such data exists and is of good quality) for
likelihood assessment and risk treatment proposal
• Enables a deep-dive into the details, for the (quite uncommon) cases where such a level of details is
desired
Regular surveys and investigations on the topic could prove helpful in the future. The ATT&CK
framework is still young and benefits from a big community support. It is regularly improved, and
future versions may ease its implementation in a risk assessment context. Additional tools may also
reduce the workload while still producing the same valuable assessment. The ideas provided alongside this document provide ideas in these matters, and this document itself will likely benefit from an
update when framework and tools evolve.
In the longer term, further improvement of model based security architecture could also provide significant help on how to use ATT&CK in risk assessment contexts.
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